1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

In the last few years, immunotherapy has dramatically changed the treatment landscape of several types of solid tumors, such as melanoma and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).[@R1] Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) targeting programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) and programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) axes are the most widely investigated drugs and the remarkable results obtained with these compounds have led to several US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) approvals across different cancer types and numerous indications.[@R2] However, identifying tumors which will respond to immunotherapy has remained a key challenge.[@R4]

Overall, gastrointestinal (GI) neoplasia and more specifically colorectal cancers (CRC) have been always considered as 'cold' tumors, therefore, the vast majority of these patients do not benefit from an immunotherapy approach.[@R5] To date, the only validated predictive biomarkers of response to ICIs used in clinical practice across all solid tumors, including GI cancers, is microsatellite instability high (MSI-H) or DNA mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR). In fact, in 2017 pembrolizumab (Keytruda, Merck)---an anti-PD-1 antibody---was FDA approved for the treatment of metastatic cancers that are characterized by MSI-H status or dMMR, regardless the site of tumor origin. In addition, few months later the FDA granted accelerated approval to nivolumab (Opdivo, Bristol-Myers Squibb) for the treatment of patients with dMMR and/or MSI-H metastatic CRC (mCRC) that has progressed following treatment with a fluoropyrimidine, oxaliplatin and irinotecan. Efficacy of PD-1-blockade in MSI-H tumors for patients with CRC, showing an objective response rate (ORR) of 36%, is similar to the efficacy in different cancer type (ORR 46% across 14 other cancer types). However, to date, there is no approved PD-1-blocking antibody for MSI-H cancers in Europe.[@R6] Other predictive biomarkers to better select patients for immunotherapy are being currently studied, such as PD-L1,[@R7] tumor mutational burden (TMB)[@R12] or different combinations of these,[@R15] though showing conflicting results in different tumor types, including GI cancers.

In this review article, we provide an overview of the role of immunotherapy biomarkers in these patients and the main clinical trials with ICI (i.e., anti PD-1/PD-L1) in CRC ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), esophageal and gastric ([table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) cancers, and well as other GI cancers. We further discuss the state-of-the-art of the known mechanisms of resistance to ICIs as well as the several methods to overcome resistance which are under investigation, with specific focus on GI cancers. Finally, we provide a perspective on possible future therapeutic approaches that may be implemented in clinical practice.

###### 

Main ongoing trials with immune checkpoint inhibitors in colorectal cancer

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Target                  Agent                                                          Phase                                                      Setting\                                          Treatment                                                                                                             Main objectives    Biomarker                        NCT identifier
                                                                                                                                                    (treatment line)                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  ----------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------------- ----------------
  PD-1 (±other agents)    Pembrolizumab                                                  II                                                         First line                                        Pembrolizumab+FOLFOX                                                                                                  ORR=55%            MMR                              NCT02375672

  III                     First line,\                                                   Pembrolizumab vs\                                          Ongoing                                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02563002\                                        
                          MSI-H mCRC                                                     FOLFOX or FOLFIRI (±cetuximab or bevacizumab)                                                                                                                                                                                      (KEYNOTE-177)                                       

  II                      Refractory                                                     Pembrolizumab                                              Ongoing                                           MRR                                                                                                                   NCT01876511\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (KEYNOTE-016)                                       

  II                      Refractory                                                     Pembrolizumab                                              ORR for MSI-H CRC=26.2%                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02460198\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (KEYNOTE-164)                                       

  II                      Refractory, advanced solid tumor including MSI-H mCRC          Pembrolizumab                                              ORR for MSI-H CRC=26.2%                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02628067\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (KEYNOTE-158)                                       

  I/II                    Refractory,\                                                   Pembrolizumab+Cetuximab                                    Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT02318901                                         
                          RAS/BRAF wild-type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  I/II                    Refractory,\                                                   Pembrolizumab+Cetuximab                                    Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT02713373                                         
                          RAS wild-type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  II                      Refractory pMMR                                                Pembrolizumab+Radiotherapy or ablation                     Interim ORR=9% in the RT cohort                   PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT02437071                                         

  Ib                      Resectable liver mCRC                                          Pembrolizumab+Stereotactic body Radiotherapy               Ongoing                                           PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT02837263\                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            (KEYNOTE-290)                                       

  II                      Refractory                                                     Pembrolizumab+Azacitidine                                  ORR=3%                                            MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02260440                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors including MSI-H mCRC         Pembrolizumab +\                                           NA                                                MMR,\                                                                                                                 NCT02646748                                         
                                                                                         Itacitinib (JAK1 inhibitor)                                                                                  TILs and the ratio of CD8 +lymphocytes to FOXP3 +cells infiltrating tumor post-treatment versus pretreatment by IHC                                                       

  I/II                    After first line, advanced solid tumors including MSI-H mCRC   Pembrolizumab +\                                           Ongoing                                           PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT02178722\                                        
                                                                                         Epacadostat (IDO-inhibitor)                                                                                                                                                                                                        (KEYNOTE-037)                                       

  Nivolumab               II                                                             Refractory,\                                               Nivolumab±other agents\                           ORR=31%                                                                                                               MMR                NCT02060188\                     
                                                                                         first line (cohort C3)                                     Cohort 1: Nivolumab\                                                                                                                                                                       (CHECKMATE 142)                  
                                                                                                                                                    Cohort 2: Nivolumab + Ipilimumab (anti-CTLA-4)\                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                    (escalation dose)\                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                    Cohort 3: Nivolumab + Ipilimumab\                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                    Cohort 4: Nivolumab + Ipilimumab + Cobimetinib\                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                    Cohort 5: Nivolumab + BMS-986016 (anti-LAG3)\                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                    Cohort 6: Nivolumab + Daratumumab                                                                                                                                                                                           

  I/II                    Refractory                                                     Nivolumab+Irinotecan or XELIRI                                                                                                                                                                                                     NCT02423954                                         

  II                      Refractory,\                                                   Nivolumab +TAS-102                                         ORR=0%                                            MRR, PD-L1, TILs                                                                                                      NCT02860546                                         
                          MSS mCRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  II                      Refractory                                                     Nivolumab + Ipilimumab + Radiotherapy                      ORR=14%                                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT03104439                                         

  I/II                    Refractory                                                     Nivolumab+Epacadostat (anti-IDO)                           Ongoing                                           PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT02327078                                         

  I/II                    Refractory                                                     Nivolumab+Varlilumab (anti-CD27)                           Ongoing                                           PD-L1\                                                                                                                NCT02335918                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                      CD8+                                                                                                                                                                      

  II                      Stage I--III                                                   Nivolumab+Ipilimumab±Celecoxib                             Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT03026140                                         

  I/II                    Neoadjuvant,\                                                  Chemoradiotherapy followed by Nivolumab before surgery     Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT02948348                                         
                          Rectal cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  I/II                    Refractory mCRC and GC                                         Nivolumab+Regorafenib (multi-TKI)                          ORR=\                                             PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT03406871                                         
                                                                                                                                                    29% in MSS CRC                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  PD-L1 (±other agents)   Atezolizumab                                                   III                                                        First line,\                                      mFOLFOX6/bevacizumab ± Atezolizumab                                                                                   Ongoing            PD-L1, T cell, cfDNA mutations   NCT02997228
                                                                                                                                                    MSI-H mCRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  II                      Refractory                                                     Atezolizumab+Stereotactic Radiotherapy                     NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02992912                                         

  II                      Refractory                                                     Atezolizumab+Bevacizumab                                   Ongoing                                           MRR                                                                                                                   NCT02982694                                         

  III                     Stage III,\                                                    FOLFOX6± Atezolizumab                                      Ongoing                                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02912559                                         
                          MSI-H CRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Avelumab                II                                                             After first line,\                                         Avelumab                                          Ongoing                                                                                                               POLE mutations,\   NCT03150706                      
                                                                                         MSI-H mCRC or POLE mut                                                                                                                                                                                                             MMR                                                 

                          second line,\                                                  Avelumab versus FOLFOX or FOLFIRI (±targeted treatment)    Ongoing                                           MSI-H                                                                                                                 NCT03186326                                         
                          MSI-H mCRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  Durvalumab              II                                                             Refractory,\                                               MEDI4736 (Durvalumab)                             ORR=8%                                                                                                                MSI-H              NCT02227667                      
                                                                                         MSI-H mCRC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  II                      Refractory                                                     MEDI4736 +Trametinib (anti-CTLA-4) versus BSC              NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02870920                                         

  II                      Refractory,\                                                   MEDI4736 +Trametinib ± Radiotherapy                        Ongoing                                           PD-L1;\                                                                                                               NCT02888743                                         
                          MSS mCRC                                                                                                                                                                    T-cell infiltration                                                                                                                                                       

  II                      Refractory, advanced solid tumors including MSS mCRC           MEDI4736 +Azacitidine                                      Ongoing                                           MMR                                                                                                                   NCT02811497                                         

  Novel targets           PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors+novel agents                             I/II                                                       Refractory                                        Pembrolizumab+BBI608 (Napabucasin, STAT3 and cancer cell stemness inhibitor)                                          ORR=5% in MSI-H    MMR,\                            NCT02851004
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               PD-L1, CD8                       

  I/II                    Refractory                                                     Pembrolizumab+Poly ICLC (TLR3 agonist)                     Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT02834052                                         

  I/II                    Refractory                                                     Pembrolizumab+AMG820 (anti-CSF1R)                          Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT02713529                                         

  I/II                    Refractory, advanced solid tumors                              BMS-986015 (KIR inhibitor)+Nivolumab ± Ipilimumab          Ongoing                                           NA                                                                                                                    NCT01714739                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors including mCRC               Nivolumab+Enadenotucirev (oncolytic virus)                 NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02636036                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors including mCRC               TSR-022 (TIM3 inhibitor)±Nivolumab                         NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02817633                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors including mCRC               Atezolizumab+CPI-444 (adenosine-A2A receptor Iinhibitor)   NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02655822                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors                              Atezolizumab+MOXR0916 (OX-40 inhibitor)                    NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02410512                                         

  I/II                    Refractory, advanced solid tumors including MSS mCRC           Durvalumab+Olaparib and/or Cediranib                       Ongoing                                           PD-L1                                                                                                                 NCT02484404                                         

  I                       Refractory                                                     Durvalumab+PEXIDARTINIB (anti-CSF1R)                       NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02777710                                         

  I                       Refractory, advanced solid tumors                              MEDI6469 (OX-40 inhibitor)+Durvalumab or Tremelimumab      NA                                                NA                                                                                                                    NCT02705482                                         
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BSC, best supportive care; CRC, colorectal cancer; CSF1R, colony stimulating factor-1 receptor; CTLA-4, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4; FOLFOX, 5 fluorouracil, leucovorin, oxaliplatin; GC, gastric cancers; IDO, indoleamine-pyrrole 2,3-dioxygenase; IHC, Immunohistochemestry; LAG3, lymphocyte activation gene 3; mCRC, metastatic CRC; MMR, DNA mismatch repair; MSI-H, microsatellite instablility high; MSS, microsatellite stable; NA, not available/not applicable; NCT, national clinical trial; ORR, objective response rate; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, programmed cell death ligand-1; pMMR, MMR proficient; RT, Radiotherapy; SOC, standard of care; TILs, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes; TKI, **tyrosine kinase inhibitor**; TLR, toll-like receptor; XELIRI, capecitabine, irinotecan.

###### 

Main ongoing trials with immune checkpoint inhibitors in gastric, GEJ and esophageal cancers

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Target                  Agent                                           Phase                                                                                Setting\                                                                    Treatment                                                         Main objectives   Biomarker        NCT identifier
                                                                                                                                                               (treatment line)                                                                                                                                                                 
  ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ----------------
  PD-1 (±other agents)    Pembrolizumab                                   Ib                                                                                   Refractory PD-L1 +solid tumors                                              Pembrolizumab                                                     ORR=30%           PD-L1\           NCT02054806\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ≥1%              (KEYNOTE-028)

  III                     Second line                                     Pembrolizumab versus SOC                                                             mOS=8.2 vs 7.1 months.\                                                     PD-L1\                                                            NCT03933449\                       
                                                                                                                                                               In PD-L1-positive: mOS=9.3 vs 6.7 months                                    (CPS ≥10%)                                                        (KEYNOTE-181)                      

  III                     First line                                      Pembrolizumab+chemotherapy versus placebo +chemotherapy                              Ongoing                                                                     PD-L1\                                                            NCT03189719\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           (CPS ≥10%)                                                        (KEYNOTE-590)                      

  II                      Cohort 1: refractory\                           Cohort 1: pembrolizumab monotherapy\                                                 Ongoing                                                                     PD-L1                                                             NCT02335411\                       
                          Cohort 2: first line\                           Cohort 2: pembrolizumab +chemotherapy\                                                                                                                                                                                             (KEYNOTE-059)                      
                          Cohort 3: first line PD-L1+                     Cohort: Pembrolizumab monotherapy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  III                     Second line                                     Pembrolizumab versus paclitaxel                                                      Ongoing                                                                     PD-L1 positive                                                    NCT02370498\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (KEYNOTE-061)                      

  III                     First line                                      Pembrolizumab or pembrolizumab +chemotherapy or placebo plus chemotherapy            Ongoing                                                                     PD-L1 positive                                                    NCT02494583\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (KEYNOTE-062)                      

  III                     Neoadjuvant/adjuvant                            Pembrolizumab+chemotherapy versus placebo +chemotherapy                              Ongoing                                                                     NA                                                                NCT03221426\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (KEYNOTE-585)                      

  III                     First line, HER2+                               Pembrolizumab+Trastuzumab + Chemotherapy versus Placebo+Trastuzumab + Chemotherapy   Ongoing                                                                     NA                                                                NCT03615326\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (KEYNOTE-811)                      

  Nivolumab               III                                             Refractory                                                                           Nivolumab versus placebo                                                    mOS=5.26 vs 4.14 months\                                          NA                NCT02267343\     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           12 month OS=26.2% vs 10.9%                                                          (ATTRACTION-2)   

  III                     Refractory                                      Nivolumab versus chemotherapy                                                        median OS=10.9 vs 8.4 months                                                PD-L1                                                             NCT02569242\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (ATTRACTION-3)                     

  II/III                  First line                                      Nivolumab +chemotherapy\                                                             ORR=57.1% with nivolumab plus SOX vs 76.5% with nivolumab plus CapeOX.\     PD-L1                                                             NCT02746796\                       
                                                                          (Nivolumab+SOX vs Nivolumab+CapeOX)                                                  mPFS=9.7 months vs 10.6 months                                                                                                                (ATTRACTION-4)                     

  I/II                    Refractory                                      Nivolumab versus Nivolumab+Ipilimumab                                                ORR=12% with Nivolumab; vs 24% with Nivo 1+Ipi 3; vs 8% with Nivo 3+Ipi 1   NA                                                                NCT01928394\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (CHECKMATE 032)                    

  III                     First line                                      Nivolumab+Ipilimumab or Nivolumab+chemotherapy versus chemotherapy                   Ongoing                                                                     PD-L1                                                             NCT02872116                        

  III                     Adjuvant, resected Esophageal and GEJ cancers   Nivolumab versus placebo                                                             Ongoing                                                                     NA                                                                NCT02743494\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (CHECKMATE 577)                    

  III                     First line                                      O                                                                                    PD-L1\                                                                      NCT03143153\                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                               ≥1%                                                                         (CHECKMATE 648)                                                                                      

  PD-L1 (±other agents)   Durvalumab                                      II                                                                                   Localized unresectable Esophageal cancer                                    Durvalumab+chemoradiotherapy followed by durvalumab maintenance   Ongoing           NA               NCT03777813

  Avelumab                I                                               Refractory                                                                           Avelumab                                                                    NA                                                                NA                NCT01772004      

  III                     Third line, refractory                          Avelumab versus chemotherapy                                                         ORR=2.2% vs 4.3%; mOS=4.6 vs 5 months                                       PD-L1                                                             NCT02625623\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (JAVELIN 300)                      

  III                     Maintenance, after first line                   Avelumab versus chemotherapy                                                         Ongoing                                                                     NA                                                                NCT02625610\                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (JAVELIN 100)\                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Gastric and GEJ                    

  II                      Neoadjuvant                                     Avelumab+chemotherapy                                                                Ongoing                                                                     NA                                                                NCT03288350                        
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CPS, Combined Positive Score; GEJ, gastroesophageal junction; mOS, median overall survival; mPFS, median progression-free survival; NA, not available; NCT, national clinical trial; ORR, objective response rate; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; PD-L1, programmed cell death ligand-1; SOC, standard of care; SOX, S-1 (tegafur, gimeracil, and oteracil potassium) plus oxaliplatin.

2. Brief overview of immunotherapy biomarkers in GI cancers {#s2}
===========================================================

PD-L1, also called CD274 or B7 homolog 1, has been identified to be one of the binding and functional partners of PD-1, a cell surface coinhibitory receptor that induces immune inhibition and promotes tumor immune escape from cytotoxic T cells.[@R18] Furthermore, PD-L1 has been also shown to collaborate with CD80, a functional ligand for cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4), to mediate an immune-inhibitory signal. PD-1 and CTLA-4 mediated modulation of immune checkpoints is critical to regulate the duration and amplitude of immune responses and lead to the development of an exhausted T cell phenotype. PD-1 is expressed on a large proportion of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) from many cancer types, whereas PD-L1 is expressed in 20%--50% of human tumors.[@R20] Hence, immune checkpoint blockade strategies targeting PD-1/PD-L1 have been developed to reduce the effect of tumor immune escape and rescue the cytotoxic cell-induced immune response. The role of PD-L1 as a biomarker of immunotherapy efficacy has been evaluated in several studies across different cancer types, showing conflicting results depending on tumor types[@R21] (further discussed in the next paragraphs).

Initial results by Le *et al*, first published in 2015, reported for the first time the efficacy of PD-1 blockade in MSI-H tumors.[@R23] MMR is a highly conserved DNA repair mechanism which is critical to recognize and correct erroneous nucleotide insertion, deletion and mis-incorporation during DNA replication and recombination, thus ensuring genomic integrity. dMMR determines the accumulation of DNA replication errors which translates into high frequency of frameshift mutations in microsatellite DNA (MSI), leading to a high somatic mutational burden (mutator phenotype).[@R24] The role of MSI as a predictive biomarker is now well established, particularly in CRC.[@R26] The prevalence of MSI in CRC varies depending on the tumor stage. The incidence is higher in early stages: about 20% in stage I--II and 12% in stage III, and lower in the metastatic setting: 4%--5%. About one-quarter of dMMR CRCs are due to Lynch syndrome, an autosomal dominant hereditary disease characterized by germline mutations in the MMR genes (ie, *MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2 or EPCAM* deletions leading to epigenetic inactivation of *MSH2*),[@R27] while the remaining cases are defined as 'sporadic'. The majority (80%--90%) of sporadic cases result from epigenetic silencing of the MLH1 gene promoter by hypermethylation,[@R28] a phenomenon associated with a high CpG island methylation phenotype.[@R31] The concomitant presence of *BRAF* V600E mutation can be identified in about 30% of dMMR CRC, limited to sporadic MSI.[@R31] The MSI-H phenotype is characterized by distinct clinical and pathological features compared with those observed in microsatellite stable (MSS) CRC, such as prominent lymphocytic infiltrate, mucinous histology and poor differentiation, and right-sided colon location.[@R33] MSI/dMMR testing is recommended by current international guidelines to assess the eligibility to treatment with ICI in mCRC and other metastatic GI cancers.

An emerging biomarker of response to anti-PD1/PDL1 therapies is the TMB[@R34] which quantifies the number of somatic mutations in the tumor. However, tumors containing high mutational burden may exhibit variable responses suggesting that additional factors may contribute to antiPD1/PDL1 response. Lee and Ruppin[@R36] evaluate systematically 36 different variables associated to anti-PD1/PDL1 response of 3 distinct classes: (1) tumor neoantigens, (2) tumor microenvironment and (3) checkpoint target. This analysis of multiomics data from the Cancer Genome Atlas cohort and ORRs to therapy data across 21 cancer types shows that estimated CD8 +T cell abundance is the most predictive biomarker, followed by TMB and the fraction of samples with high PD-1 gene expression. In a recent study within a large cohort of GI cancer, authors aimed to determine TMB, MSI-H and PD-L1 expression interrelationship in GI cancers.[@R17] They found that the TMB-high rate varied widely among GI cancers. Although MSI-H is conceivably the main driver for TMB-high, other factors may be involved and higher PD-L1 expression was more likely to be seen in MSI-H compared with MSS tumors (20.6% vs 7.8%, p\<0.0001).

On the other hand, research efforts are underway to identify biomarkers associated with resistance to ICI. The *MDM2* proto-oncogene encodes a nuclear localized E3 ubiquitin ligase with the core function of inhibiting the tumor suppressor p53. *MDM2* amplification has been reported in multiple tumor types and is a hallmark of tumorigenesis.[@R37] Recently *MDM2* amplification also has been implicated as a potential marker for accelerated tumor growth after checkpoint inhibitors treatment, a phenomenon known as hyperprogression, affecting approximately 9% of patients who receive PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.[@R38] To date, hyperprogression after anti-PD-1/PD-L1 agents has been reported by at least four groups, however, the mechanisms that mediate this phenomenon remain unclear and the only markers that have been shown to correlate with this occurrence are *MDM2* family gene amplifications and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) alterations.[@R40]

The role of selected biomarkers according to different cancer types will be further addressed in the next paragraphs.

3. Immune checkpoint inhibitors in GI cancers {#s2-1}
---------------------------------------------

3.1 Colorectal cancer {#s2-2}
---------------------

The prominent predictive value of MSI assessment in CRC has emerged following the groundbreaking results of immunotherapy with checkpoint inhibitors (ie, anti-CTLA4 and PD-L1/PD-1 inhibitors) in dMMR mCRC.[@R26] First, in the phase II KEYNOTE-016 trial, the anti-PD-1 pembrolizumab demonstrated its activity in 28 MSI-high mCRC patients with chemorefractory disease.[@R23] Shortly after, the combination of the anti-CTLA4 ipilimumab and the anti-PD-1 nivolumab, investigated in the phase II Checkmate-142 trial, showed significant results in the same setting.[@R42] Complete radiological responses and long-term durable responses were observed in both trials, suggesting an unprecedented rate of long-term survival among heavily pretreated chemorefractory patients. Notably, responses in the Checkmate 142 study were irrespective of immune cell PD-L1 expression, tumor *BRAF* mutational status and clinical history of Lynch syndrome. Based on these striking results, the FDA granted approval for the use of pembrolizumab[@R44] and nivolumab[@R42] in the treatment of MSI-high or dMMR mCRC. More recently, accelerated approval was granted to ipilimumab in combination with nivolumab for MSI-high or dMMR mCRC that have progressed following treatment with a fluoropyrimidine, oxaliplatin and irinotecan.[@R45]

For dMMR CRC, immunotherapy is being explored in front-line, adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings for non-metastatic tumors.[@R46] The KEYNOTE-177 is a phase III trial (NCT02563002) evaluating first-line pembrolizumab in stage IV dMMR or MSI-H CRC.[@R48] During the ESMO 2018 Congress, Chalabi *et al* reported the first neoadjuvant study testing ipilimumab plus nivolumab in 14 early-stage (I--III) dMMR and MMR proficient (pMMR) colon cancers.[@R49] In this study, patients with resectable, early-stage disease received ipilimumab 1 mg/kg on day 1 and nivolumab 3 mg/kg on days 1 and 15, followed by surgery. Treatment was well tolerated, and all patients could undergo radical resection without any delays. More importantly, major pathological responses (defined as \<5% viable tumor cells) were observed in 100% of dMMR colon cancers, with 57% complete responses. No major pathological responses were observed in pMMR tumors, which displayed little to no tumor regression. These very promising results warrant further investigation. The Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology is currently investigating the benefit of combining the PD-L1 inhibitor atezolizumab with standard FOLFOX compared with FOLFOX alone in the treatment of patients with stage III MSI-H/dMMR colon cancers (NCT02912559).[@R50]

Hence, MSI status has become a crucial biomarker to define the therapeutic options in the metastatic setting. On the other hand, studies evaluating the prognostic significance of PD-L1 expression in CRC are limited and remain controversial.[@R51]

In pMMR or MSS CRC, that comprise the vast majority of patients, immunotherapy have rather limited benefit, if any.[@R53] However, recently, the results of the Cancer Trials Group CO.26 study have shown that the combination of durvalumab (anti-PD-L1) and tremelimumab (anti-CTLA-4) prolonged median overall survival (OS) by 2.5 months compared with best supportive care alone in patients with advanced treatment-refractory mCRC.[@R54] More recently, a phase Ib trial (EPOC1603) tested safety and toxicity profile of regorafenib combined with nivolumab in previously treated, advanced gastric cancer (GC) or CRC. Objective tumor response was observed in 19 patients (38%) including 11 MSS GC, 7 MSS CRC and 1 MSI-H CRC for response rates of 44% in GC and 29% in MSS CRC.[@R55] The rather promising results of these studies suggest that the benefit of immune checkpoint blockade therapy, especially in association with targeted therapy, may not be limited to patients with MSI-H or dMMR CRC. Although encouraging, these findings warrant further evaluation in phase II--III confirmatory trials.

Several trials are currently investigating anti PD-1/PD-L1 in different settings for the treatment of mCRC, including earlier lines of treatment, and different combination strategies with or without chemotherapy or other targeted agents. Results from these studies are eagerly awaited.

3.2 Esophageal cancer {#s2-3}
---------------------

Esophageal cancers show a high somatic mutation rate,[@R56] and a high rate of PD-L1/PD-L2 overexpression.[@R57] Several trials with ICIs are ongoing ([table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

The multicohort phase Ib KEYNOTE-028 trial evaluated the anti PD-1 monoclonal antibody pembrolizumab as single agent in a series of PD-L1-positive esophageal cancer (including both squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), and esophageal adenocarcinomas (EAC)) after failure of standard chemotherapy. Results were promising showing an overall response rate of 30.4% and 52.2% in SCC and EAC, respectively, with a 12-month progression free rate of 21.7%, in a heavily preatreated population.[@R58] More recently, results from the KEYNOTE-181 trial comparing pembrolizumab versus chemotherapy in the second-line treatment of advanced esophageal cancer showed a significantly improved OS in patients whose tumors tested positive for PD-L1 with a Combined Positive Score (CPS) of 10 or greater.[@R59]

On the other hand, recently reported results from the randomized phase III ATTRACTION-3 study (NCT02569242) showed a significant improvement in OS and a favorable safety profile from the anti-PD-1 nivolumab compared with chemotherapy in previously treated patients with advanced SCC, irrespective of tumor PD-L1 expression.[@R60] Combined therapy with the anti-CTLA-4 antibody ipilimumab plus nivolumab has been tested in the Checkmate-032 study, enrolling patients with locally advanced or metastatic chemotherapy-refractory gastric, esophageal or gastroesophageal junction (GEJ) cancers. Results from this study showed encouraging antitumor activity, both in terms of durable responses and OS, with a manageable safety profile from the combination treatment. Notably, responses were observed regardless of tumor PD-L1 status.

Phase III studies evaluating anti PD-1 treatments (either nivolumab or pembrolizumab, alone or in combination with chemotherapy) in earlier treatment lines and in the adjuvant setting are underway and will provide additional efficacy and biomarker data (ie, NCT02872116, NCT02743494, NCT03189719, NCT03143153). Another strategy under investigation is the use of the anti PD-L1 durvalumab in combination with definitive radiotherapy delivered with oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy in locally advanced unresectable esophageal cancer (NCT03777813). Ancillary biomarker studies are planned.

3.3 Gastric cancer {#s2-4}
------------------

The Cancer Genome Atlas network divides GC into four molecular subtypes: Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-positive tumors (9%), MSI tumors (22%), genomically stable tumors (20%) and tumors with chromosomal instability (50%).[@R61] High PD-L1 expression is characteristic of the EBV and MSI subtypes,[@R62] in addition to the high tumor mutational load in MSI-high tumors, which has been shown to correlate with a greater benefit from anti-PD-1/PD-L1 blockade,[@R64] supporting the detection of PD-L1 and the assessment of EBV and MSI status as key biomarkers in immunotherapy for GC. Furthermore, PD-L1 overexpression is associated with large tumors, lymph node metastasis and a poor prognosis in GC.[@R65]

Based on the positive results of the KEYNOTE-059 trial, pembrolizumab has been approved by the FDA for the treatment of PD-L1-positive (\>1%) advanced GC or GEJ adenocarcinoma.[@R67] A preplanned analysis of the study, in fact, showed a significantly higher response rate in PD-L1-positive tumors compared with PD-L1 negative ones.

More recently, the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare approved nivolumab for the treatment of unresectable advanced or recurrent GC progressing after at least two lines of chemotherapy. The approval was based on positive results of the phase III ATTRACTION-2 (ONO-4538--12) trial, showing a significant reduction in risk of death and an increased OS rate at 12 months from nivolumab when compared with placebo in 493 Asian patients.[@R69] Notably, no predictive biomarker has been required for this indication. The ATTRACTION-4 phase III trial is currently underway to evaluate nivolumab in combination with chemotherapy in the first-line setting for patients with unresectable advanced or recurrent GC or GEJ cancer irrespective of PD-L1 expression (NCT02746796). Additionally, pembrolizumab is under investigation in several different settings. The phase III KEYNOTE-061 compared pembrolizumab versus paclitaxel as second-line treatment in patients with advanced GC or GEJ cancer, however, no significant OS benefit was observed in this setting for tumors with PD-L1 CPS of 1 or higher (primary endpoint).[@R70] The phase III KEYNOTE-062 tested pembrolizumab as a monotherapy and in combination with chemotherapy in the first-line treatment of PD-L1-positive (CPS \>1) advanced GC or GEJ cancer. It has been recently reported that in the monotherapy arm of the study, pembrolizumab showed non-inferiority to chemotherapy in terms of OS in the entire intention-to-treat population. However, in the combination arm pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy was not superior to chemotherapy alone, neither for OS nor for progression-free survival (PFS).[@R71] In an exploratory biomarker analysis, patients with higher levels of PD-L1 (CPS ≥10) showed a clinically meaningful improvement in OS from pembrolizumab versus chemotherapy, and patients with MSI-high tumors experienced a greater clinical benefit from both pembrolizumab alone and in combination with chemotherapy, in terms of response rates, PFS and OS.[@R72] Of interest, the phase III KEYNOTE-585 (NCT03221426) is evaluating the combination of pembrolizumab with chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant and adjuvant settings, while the KEYNOTE-811 trial (NCT03615326) is investigating treatment with pembrolizumab plus trastuzumab and chemotherapy for HER2-positive metastatic GC and GEJ cancer with a stratification based on PD-L1 status.

Another strategy under study for immunotherapy in gastroesophageal cancers is targeting PD-L1. The fully human anti-PD-L1 IgG~1~ antibody avelumab has been investigated as a first-line maintenance or second-line treatment in patients with advanced GC or GEJ cancer with initial promising results (NCT01772004).[@R73] However, in the phase III JAVELIN Gastric 300 trial (NCT02625623), avelumab as a third-line treatment for advanced GC and GEJ adenocarcinoma, unselected for PD-L1 expression, failed to show improvements in OS or PFS compared with chemotherapy alone.[@R74] Results of the phase III JAVELIN Gastric 100 trial evaluating avelumab as first-line maintenance therapy following induction chemotherapy in gastric or GEJ cancer are awaited.[@R75] In the perioperative setting, encouraging safety and activity results have been recently reported from the interim analysis of a phase II trial testing avelumab plus chemotherapy in locally advanced gastric and esophagogastric adenocarcinoma (NCT03288350).[@R76]

3.4 Other GI cancers {#s2-5}
--------------------

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the third-leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide and its incidence is increasing. Recently, both pembrolizumab (KEYNOTE-224) and nivolumab (CheckMate 040) showed antitumoral activity in the second-line setting for advanced HCC as monotherapy in phase I/II trials with an ORR of 17% and 20%, respectively, and received FDA approvals.[@R77] Accordingly, the association of nivolumab plus ipilimumab showed an ORR of 35%, with complete response of 12% with a manageable toxicity profile.[@R79] Thus, (FDA) approved on 11 March 2020 the combination of nivolumab plus ipilimumab for the treatment of patients with advanced HCC, who were previously treated with sorafenib (Nexavar). Moreover, despite the potential concern for relatively worse toxicity related to ICI due to already poor liver function in HCC patients, overall clinical trials have shown an acceptable safety profile for HCC population.[@R80] Recently, immunotherapy showed a significant benefit in HCC patients also in first line: the treatment with atezolizumab combined with bevacizumab (IMbrave150) administered as first line in patients with unresectable HCC significantly prolonged OS (HR=0.58; p = 0.0006), PFS (HR=0.59, p \< 0.0001) and improved ORR (27% vs 12%) compared with sorafenib: these results may be practice changing in the first-line setting for HCC treatment.[@R82] Several other approaches are ongoing to demonstrate the activity of ICIs in association with locoregional therapies, including radiofrequency ablation, surgical resection and transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE), which play a pivotal role in the treatment of early stage/locally advanced HCC.[@R83]

Biliary tract carcinoma is a group of rare GI cancers with poor prognosis with limited treatment options. Biliary tract cancers represent a potentially attractive target for immune-based therapies given the background association with chronic inflammation and conditions such as cholecystitis, sclerosing cholangitis and primary biliary cirrhosis.[@R86] However, to date, immunotherapy has not proven to be effective in these patients and several studies are ongoing with different approaches: combination of immune checkpoints with (1) chemotherapy (NCT04003636, NCT03111732,), (2) Locoregional treatments such as cryoablation or radiofrequency ablation (RFA) (NCT02821754), (3) radiotherapy (NCT03482102), (4) novel target such as DKK1-neutralizing monoclonal antibody DKN-01 (NCT04057365) and CD-40 (NCT03329950); and adoptive transfer of autologous TILs (NCT03801083). Results from these trials are eagerly awaited.

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is associated with poor prognosis and the ineffectiveness of immunotherapy in pancreatic cancer may be explained by these tumors being non‐immunogenic. Indeed, checkpoint inhibitors such as anti-PD-1 are ineffective as single agents for patients with PDAC. However, recently the combination of APX005M, an anti-CD40 antibody, with nivolumab and standard chemotherapy (gemcitabine with nab-paclitaxel) showed manageable safety profiles and promising antitumor activity in untreated metastatic PDAC patients (ORR 58%).[@R87]

Anal SCC (ASCC) is a rare malignancy for which there are limited treatment options for patients with progressive disease after platin-based first-line therapy. Thus, immunotherapeutic approaches have been of great interest in the development of new treatments for this HPV-related driven tumor. After the multicohort phase 1b KEYNOTE-028 trial, which showed the activity of pembrolizumab in patients with heavily pretreated PD-L1-positive advanced or recurrent cancers (including ASCC), the phase 2 KEYNOTE-158 trial was designed to further explore the safety and efficacy of pembrolizumab in pretreated adults with advanced solid tumors. Recently, data were presented at ASCO GI symposium 2020: at a median follow-up of 12 months, the ORR was 11.6%, with 5 and 8 patients achieving a complete response and a partial response, respectively; the median PFS and median OS for all patients with advanced ASCC was 2 months and 12 months, respectively, regardless of PD-L1 status.[@R88] Novel immune-based approaches building on translational work with next-generation immunotherapy trials are warranted, with the goal of broadening the clinical benefit of immunotherapy in this population.[@R89]

4. Resistance to immunotherapy: cold and hot tumors {#s3}
===================================================

The immune anticancer response is modulated by a complex and dynamic interplay between tumor cells, the host immune system, and the associated microenvironment. ICI have been described to be more active in 'hot' tumors, characterized by a prominent lymphoid infiltration of the stroma and high density of TILs coupled with an inflammatory cytokine-rich microenvironment and a T cell-inflamed gene expression profile[@R90] ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These features suggest the presence of a pre-existing immune response, which the tumor was able to escape employing several different mechanisms including: checkpoints activation leading to T-cell exhaustion; activation of oncogenic pathways; and interaction with the tumor microenvironment to promote an immunosuppressive status.[@R91] An important characteristic of 'hot' tumors is the high TMB, which reflects an increased number of nonsynonymous, single nucleotide variants that may lead to an increased neoantigen production promoting the antitumor immune response. Indeed, cancer types harboring high somatic mutational burdens (eg, melanoma, NSCLC and bladder cancer) are among those with the highest response rates to ICI.[@R14] Genetic instability due to alterations in DNA repair and replication genes can increase immunogenicity through high mutational burden with subsequent neoantigen formation.[@R93] Patients with alterations in *BRCA* and additional DNA damage response genes, including *ATM, POLE, FANCA, ERCC2 and MSH6*, have recently shown correlation with high TMB and improved clinical outcomes to immune checkpoints inhibitors.[@R94] Accordingly, dMMR tumors, which display exceptionally high numbers of somatic mutations, show an enhanced response to PD-1 blockade.[@R23]

![Main characteristic of 'cold' and 'hot' tumors. TILs, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes.](jitc-2019-000404f01){#F1}

On the other hand, cancers with low immune infiltrates are considered 'cold' tumors (e.g., pancreas, ovarian and prostate). These cancers are characterized by a tumor microenvironment that is enriched in myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) and regulatory suppressive T cells (T-regs), leading to a lack of immune response activation and TILs infiltration in the tumor ('immune desert').

A deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind 'hot' and 'cold' immune tumors is critical to overcome primary, adaptive and acquired resistance and to be able to boost a weak antitumor immunity.[@R95] In fact, despite the encouraging success of ICI, roughly 60%--70% of advanced tumors are not responsive to single-agent treatment (primary resistance), and often those that initially respond become resistant to treatment over time (adaptive and acquired resistance).[@R97] Extensive research is currently underway to develop novel strategies to overcome resistance to immunotherapies, which include fundamental efforts to transform immunologically 'cold' into 'hot' tumors.

Many mechanisms of resistance have been characterised to date, and more continue to be uncovered. By elucidating and targeting mechanisms of resistance, treatments can be tailored to improve clinical outcomes.[@R93] Tumor-intrinsic mechanisms of immune evasion comprise genetic and epigenetic alterations (immunoediting) that influence the antitumor immune response, including loss of tumor antigen expression, loss of human leukocyte antigen) complex expression and alterations in the antigen processing machinery. For instance, loss of beta-2-microglobulin expression (due to deletions, point mutations, or loss of heterozygosity) results in impaired cell surface expression of major histocompatibility class I, which in turn impairs antigen presentation to cytotoxic T cells,[@R98] thereby inducing resistance to PD-1 and CTLA-4 blockade.[@R99] In addition, alterations in several key oncogenic signaling pathways, such as MAPK, PI3K, and WNT, can also lead to immune resistance.[@R100] Loss of *PTEN*, which enhances PI3K signaling, has been found to be associated with resistance to immune checkpoint therapy.[@R101] Constitutive PD-L1 expression and alteration of interferon (IFN) signaling are also considered mechanisms of resistance to immunotherapy.[@R102] Finally, there is now emerging evidence that chromatin remodeling is involved in sensitivity and resistance to ICI, through mutations in SWI/SNF (SWItch/Sucrose Non-Fermentable) complexes, such as loss of *ARID1A* or inactivation of PBAF subunits.[@R105]

On the other hand, tumor-extrinsic mechanisms also participate in the establishment of immune resistance through processes driven by stromal and immune elements of the tumor microenvironment. Mounting evidence supports the role of the host microbiome in response to cancer treatment, with several recent studies demonstrating the influence of the gut microbiota on the response to immune checkpoint blockade across cancer types.[@R107] Other tumor-extrinsic mechanisms include changes in immune checkpoint expression (eg, CTLA-4 and PD-1), T-cell exhaustion and phenotype change, recruitment of immune suppressive cell populations (eg, T-regs, MDSC and type II macrophages), and cytokine or metabolite release in the tumor microenvironment (eg, colony stimulating factor (CSF)-1, tryptophan metabolites, transforming growth factor-β and adenosine).[@R109]

5. Overcoming resistance to anti-PD1 and anti-PD-L1 therapy {#s4}
===========================================================

Several approaches have been proposed and are currently under evaluation in the attempt to overcome the mechanisms of resistance to ICI. Combination strategies using multiple treatment modalities are emerging to surmount the lack of a pre-existing immune response, eventually turning cold tumors into hot tumors. A strong clinical and preclinical rationale support the use of molecularly targeted therapy in combination with immunotherapy. The most extensively studied cancer types treated with this strategy are melanoma and NSCLC, but, theoretically, it could apply to any cancer.[@R110] This approach relies on targeted therapies either (1) inducing a rapid tumor death leading to the release of tumor-associated antigens or (2) modulating key cellular pathways that allow the cancer to maintain an adaptive resistance. For instance, there is accumulating evidence that bevacizumab, an anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody, has immunomodulatory properties, as VEGF exerts immunosuppressive functions through inhibition of dendritic cell maturation, reduction of T-cell tumor infiltration, and promotion of inhibitory cells in the tumor microenvironment. Hence, there is compelling rationale for the combination of ICI with anti-VEGF therapies; several clinical trials are evaluating such combinations across tumor types.[@R111] Similar early favorable results have been reported with anti-BRAF, anti-MEK, anti-EGFR agents, among others. Less commonly targeted pathways, among those that could be involved in immunotherapy resistance, include PI3K-AKT-mTOR, hypoxia-inducible factor, adenosine, JAK/STAT and Wnt/β-catenin. Epigenetic modifications of cancer DNA are known to cause changes in immune-related gene expression, which can impact antigen processing and presentation as well as promote immune evasion. Therefore, demethylating agents may enable re-expression of immune-related genes, with the potential for therapeutic impact, especially in the setting of combination treatment with immunotherapy.[@R112]

Strategies to promote formation or presentation of suitable neoantigens in tumors with a non-inflamed, non-immune cell infiltrated tumor microenvironment are also being exploited through the use of chemotherapy and radiation (by inducing immunogenic cell death) or by stimulating innate immune responses and dendritic cell function (eg, type I IFN, Toll-like receptor ligands, LIGHT and oncolytic viruses).[@R114] Over the two past decades, a growing body of preclinical and clinical evidence have supported the immunomodulatory effects of radiotherapy.[@R115] In fact, the delivery of radiotherapy and the resulting induction of immunogenic cell death pathways can potentially convert the tumor into an in situ (and thus personalized) vaccine. This phenomenon of radiation shrinking the tumor locally while inducing an immune response systemically is known as the 'abscopal' effect. Several clinical trials are investigating the efficacy of immunotherapy in combination with radiation therapy across different tumor types, especially in the metastatic setting. Although many questions remain unresolved (eg, sequencing, timing and radiation fractionation) and data analysis is ongoing for this approach that is already being tested in the clinic, immunotherapy combination with radiation therapy may become a novel and effective approach to treat patients with cancer in the near future.

Cancer vaccines have shown promising results as a means of personalizing cancer immunotherapy and potentially enhancing immune memory in a minority of patients, such as NY-ESO-1 cancer vaccines.[@R117] True success in this realm may be achieved with the identification of a pan-cancer antigen that can be targeted through vaccination.

6. Future perspectives {#s5}
======================

Novel combined approaches to enhance immunotherapy exploits the combination of ICI with new negative checkpoint regulators (NCRs), for example, anti-lymphocyte activation gene 3, a coinhibitory receptor on T cells that, among other functions, enhances activity of regulatory T (Treg) cells and regulates T cell proliferation, differentiation and effector function. Other likely targets include additional coinhibitory receptors such as TIM3 (a marker for exhausted T cells); T cell immunoglobulin and ITIM domain (TIGIT, which counterbalances the costimulatory function of CD226, that is rapidly induced following T cell activation); B and T lymphocyte attenuator (also known as CD272), which is expressed by T cells and synergizes with herpesvirus entry mediator (also known as TNFRSF14), expressed on antigen-presenting cells; sialic acid-binding Ig-like lectin 9, which is upregulated in TILs and possibly determines a subclass of tumor-specific CD8 +TILs; and V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA).[@R119] VISTA is one of the most recently NCRs and can act as both a ligand and a receptor on T cells to inhibit T cell effector function and maintain peripheral tolerance.[@R120] VISTA is produced at high levels in TILs, such as MDSCs and regulatory T cells, and its blockade with an antibody results in delayed tumor growth in mouse models of melanoma[@R121] and SCC.[@R122] A recent study gives a detailed analysis of immune infiltration in primary and metastatic pancreatic tumors compared with melanoma. These data indicate that human pancreatic tumors express CD68 +macrophages and highlight the inhibitory checkpoint molecule VISTA as a potential immunotherapeutic pancreatic cancer.[@R123]

Another strategy is the combination of ICI with costimulatory checkpoint molecules, such as anti-ICOS (inducible T cell co-stimulator), OX40 antigen (also known as TNFRSF4 (or CD134)), TNFRSF7 (also known as CD27), CD28, TNFRSF9 (also known as 4-1BB ligand receptor or CD137) and glucocorticoid-induced TNFR-related protein, all of which enhance T cell expansion and effector functions while controlling Treg cell suppressive functions.[@R124] However, despite promising results, the use of costimulatory molecules could be clinically limited by systemic toxicity.

A proposed approach to turn cold tumors into hot tumors is to combine a priming therapy that enhances T cell responses (such as vaccines, adoptive T cell transfer (ACT), oncolytic viruses) with ICI. At present, only one oncolytic virus, talimogene laherparepvec, a genetically modified herpes simplex-1 virus expressing granulocyte-macrophage CSF, has been approved by the FDA for the local treatment of patients with unresectable melanoma. Local administration of therapeutic (oncolytic) viruses, that have a tropism for malignant cells, causes cancer cell lysis and/or death and can induce abscopal effects with reductions in the volume of non-injected lesions.[@R125] Growing preclinical evidence indicates that non-virally induced oncolysis, defined as chemical or physical treatment (electrochemotherapy, locally injected cytotoxins, photodynamic therapy, laser therapy, microwave, radiofrequency or photothermal ablation, high-intensity focused ultrasonography and cryotherapy) administered locally to destroy malignant lesions, can promote a similar effect owing to the release of danger-associated molecular patterns that lead to the recruitment of immune cells, thus inducing a systemic response against tumor antigens that protects against local disease relapse and also mediates distant antineoplastic effects. This abscopal effect is a direct consequence of the immune response triggered by oncolysis and can be supported by localized or systemic immunotherapy.[@R126]

Among passive immunization strategies, ACT is becoming an increasingly important component of the antitumor arsenal: examples include TILs, transgenic T cell receptor and chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells---which have been approved by the FDA for the treatment of B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia and B cell non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma.[@R127] Several researchers are investigating the use of CAR T-cell therapy for the treatment of solid tumors. These studies require the prior identification of new antigens and the development of preclinical models of solid tumor in which to characterize therapies based on these antigens. Various types of CAR-T cells have been engineered to target HER2, EGFR and CEA, which are overexpressed on the surface of cells in GI tumors and are associated with the development and metastasis of tumors.[@R129]

Recent developments in the fields of nanotechnology and bioengineering afford new approaches that can dramatically improve not only the safety but also the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy by modifying their spatiotemporal release profiles.[@R130]

There is growing evidence that the gut microbiome plays an important role in cancer treatment. According to experimental studies several bacteria are involved in CRC carcinogenesis, including Fusobacterium nucleatum and certain strains of *Escherichia coli* and *Bacteroides fragilis*. The gut microbiota interacts with host cells to regulate many physiological processes, such as metabolism and immune response.[@R131] The gut microbiome was initially found to modulate the response to immune checkpoint blockade in mouse models. Mice with different microbes had significant differences in response to treatment.[@R132] Many of these findings have been verified in patients with metastatic melanoma receiving ICI. Several studies demonstrate the significant association between commensal microbial composition and clinical response to anti-PD-1-based immunotherapy.[@R134] Specific bacteria are positively correlated with immunotherapeutic response, including *Akkermansia muciniphila*,[@R135] *Ruminococcus champanellensis*, *B. fragilis*, *Bifidobacterium*, *Eubacterium limosum*, *Faecalibacterium* spp and *Alistipes shahii*.[@R131] Analysis of the gut microbiota and of the immunological profiling in the tumor microenvironment shows that the expression of cytotoxic T cell markers and antigen processing and presentation are augmented in patients with favorable gut microbiota compared with patients with unfavorable gut microbiota.[@R136] Another study has identified a consortium of 11 bacterial strains that could enhance the action of ICI to inhibit tumor growth in a subcutaneous tumor model derived from a mouse colon adenocarcinoma cell line.[@R137] These findings have led to the possibility of detecting these core bacteria as predictive biomarkers for immunotherapy response.

Furthermore, the gut microbiota can also be associated with the adverse effects of immunotherapy, such as ICI-associated colitis.[@R132] Increased representation of the Bacteroidetes phylum correlates with resistance to ICI-associated colitis, whereas a paucity of genes in polyamine transport and vitamin B biosynthesis pathways are associated with increased susceptibility to colitis.[@R138] A report of two human cases has demonstrated successful treatment of refractory immunotherapy-associated colitis by fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT), with gut microbial changes correlating with complete resolution of colitis up to 53 days after one dose and up to 78 days after two doses of FMT, respectively. This study reports for the first time that modifying gut microbiota by fecal transplantation can ameliorate refractory colitis as an adverse effect of immunotherapy.[@R139]

An early phase 1 study (NCT04130763) has been designed to improve the response rate of anti-PD-1 among patients with anti-PD-1 resistant/refractory digestive system cancers (including the esophagus, stomach and intestine) through the intervention on their gut microbiota. Specifically, the study will identify healthy subjects that have the intestine similar to patients with GI cancers who has responded to anti-PD-1 therapy, then extract the gut microbiota of these healthy subjects to product FMT capsule, and perform a rechallenge with anti-PD-1 immunotherapy combined with FMT for GI system patients with cancer whose anti-PD-1 treatment failed.[@R140]

7. Conclusion {#s6}
=============

In the last few years, we witnessed the extraordinary impact that immunotherapy has generated for some patients with selected cancers. Nonetheless, to date, the vast majority of GI cancers do not benefit from this treatment approach, due to either primary or acquired resistance to immunotherapy. Several combination approaches are under investigation to develop novel treatment strategies to enhance immunotherapy efficacy and to expand the available treatment options for patients with GI cancer.
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